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SOME EXPERIMENTS l.lITH THE MTF AS A PREDICTOR OF SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY IN

ENCLOSURES

T. Houtgast and H.J,H. Steeneken

Institute for Perception TN0, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Sumnary-----IõF a variety of sound transmission paths in enclosures three types
Of measurements were preforned: (l) determination of the lilodulation Trans-
fer Function l4TF, (2) intelìigibility measurements, and (3) a-traditìonal
deternination of révórberation time T. The relation between MTF's and in-

an equivalent S/N ratio.

I ntroducti on

l,fTF stands for Modulation Transfer Function. It finds its application

in several fìe1ds, ìn particular for testing the qualìty of optical sys-

tems. In general terms, the function specìfies to what extent the modula-

tion depth of a sinusoidal pattern of high and low intensity at the "in-
put" of a system is transferred, or reproduced at the'output', as a func-

tion of modulation frequency. The potent'ial of the l'lTF approach in the

field of roorn acoustics was shown before (Houtgast and Steeneken, 1973)'

Fìg. 1 ìllustrates the basìc principle. The test signal is wide-band

noise of which the ìntensity is 1001 sìne-wave modulated with frequency F.

Duning transmìssion in a room, the sìgnal is received by a mìcrophone. The

modulation depth m is determined (after octavé-band filtering of the re-

ceìved signal, ìf desired) and expressed as Modulatìon Transfer MT in dB.

Th'is quantity as a function of modulatìon frequency F constitutes the l4IF'

It was shown that in the case of reverberation, echos or interfering noise
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Fig. l. Principle and definitions underlying the Modulation Transfer
Function.

the MTF allows for the estimation of a quality index of a transmission
path rvhich correlates well with intelìigibility scores measured with tal-
kers and listeners, at least for a variety of conditions set up in the

I aboratory.

The present study is concerned ì{ith some further: practical questions

related to the MTF approach: (1) experìence with the I'ITF outside the ìabor-
atory, and (2) the relation of the MTF with more traditional measures.

Field application of the I'TIF

The first verificatjon of the validity of the MTF approach, as men-

tioned above, was carried out in the laboratory with a small-size rever-
beration room (65 nr3¡, thi, section is concerned with the question whether

the application to a number of pnactical situations would raise any unex-

pected problems.

The measurements were performed in five very different enclosures,
with volunes rangìng from 250 to 40,000 m3, An artificial head was used

as the sound source, placed at the speaker's position. Signals were de-

livered by ataÞe recorder. A microphone was placed at an arbitrary posi-
tion in the room, and the signal received by the mjcrophone was recorded
on tape. In some roorns two conditions were considered, one includìng the
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amplification system present in the room (in that côse, the microphone

belonging to that system was placed in front of the artificial head). In

total, eight conditions were considered. For each of these condìtìons two

types of signals were transmitted successìvely: (l) the test signal for
measuring the ITTF, and (2) four P8-word lists of fifty words each. The

number of conditions was doubìed by addìng continuous pink noìse to the

recorded signals. For each of the sixteen conditions thus obtained, the

MTF was determined and from this the single value'weighted MTF" was de-

rived in the usual way (ref. 2). The PB-word scores fqr the sixteen condi-

tions were deterrnined with four listeners.
The results are presented in Fìg. 2. For each of the sìxteen condi-

tions the weìghted MTF and the PB-word score are plotted in a graph which

also contains the older "calibration data" based on laboratory measure-

nents. The figure.indicates that the present data fit reasonably to the

calibration curve. It may be concluded that the field applicat'ion of the

MÌF approach does not raise any serious probìems.

Theoretical relations between MTF and other measures

The MTF reflects the effects of reverberation and interfering noise in

one Singie curve. There are other procedures for combining the influence

of reverberation and noise by which, essentiaìly, a reverberation time is

first converted into an equivalent s/N ratio. Then, this equivalent noise

Fig. 2. Relation between the
physical index, derived frorn the
l4TF, and the intelI igibiIity
scores. The sixteen crosses re-
fer to the present studY' the
curve and the points refer to
older laboratory nnasurements.
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is added to the exìsting interfering noise, which resuìts in a S/N ratio
reflecting the effects of both reverberation and noise. To compare dìf-
ferent procedures, let us consider the relation between the reverberation
tire and the equivaìent S/N ratio, as predicted by each of the procedures

for the theoretical case of an ideal exponential reverberation curve.

MTF procedure. For an ideal exponential reverberation curve, the re-
maining modulation depth (m in Fig. 1) is a function of the product of
modulation frequency F and reverberation time T (ref. 2)

= (L + o,2zFzt?¡ -L

If we take F = 4 Hz as the frequency rrpst pronounced ìn the envelope.of
running speech (ref. l), the relation is

= (t + s,s t2¡ -l

For interfering noise, the rennìning modulation depth is a function of
the ratio of the noise intensìty in and the signal intensity io

m = (t + inlio) -1 (3)

In combining equations (2) and (3), it follovrs that the equivalent S,/N

ratio (iolin ìn dB) ìs equal to:

(s/N)eq = -10'los l(1 + 3,sT2)¡ -11 dB (4)

This relation is pìotted in Fig. 3.

The 50-msec boundary, A connon way to interpret reverberatjon in terms
of a S/N ratio is to divide the echogram in two parts: all reflections ar-
riving within the first 50 msec are considered as'useful" sìgnal, and all
reflections arrivìng after that interval are considered as ,detrimental"

noise. For an ideal exponential reverberation curve with reverberation
time T, the S/N ratio thus defined is equal to

1O

(l)

(2)
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(or F = l,Hz

for t" = 50 ms
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Fig, 3. For the theoretical case of an ideal exponential reverberation
curve, the three curves present the relation between reverberation time
and equivalent S/N ratio as predicted by three different procedures.

0,3/_
(s/N)eq = 10 los llo ' -il

This relation is plotted in Fig.3.

The Peutz procedure, F'lany data obtained by Peutz on intelligibility
scores in conditions of reverberation and interfering noise have been com-

bined in a single graph (Peutz en Klein, 1973). From that, the equivaìent S/N

ratio can be specified by considering the two limit cases of (1) reverbe-

ration without interfering noise and (2) interfering noìse v{ithout rever-
beration. The relation thus obtained is'plotted in Fig. 3. (The S/N ratios
are taken 7 dB lower than specified in the graph; in their figure the

speech level refers to an average of the peak deflections of the measur-

ing instrument, whereas in Fig. 3 the level refers to the long-term ave-

rage intens'ity of the speech.)

Fì9. 3 indicates that, when the effect of reverberation is converted

into an equivaìent S/N ratìo, the three different procedures lead to very

similar relationships. Hence, for this theoretical case of an ideal expo-

nential reverberatìon curve, the l4TF approach ìs similar to more famìljar
procedures. 0f course, the MTF has the attractive feature that in practi-
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cal situatìons the different effects are combined almost "automatically",
without the need of defining a S/N ratio for running speech subjected to
reverberation, or a reverberation time in case of a non-ideal reverbera-
tion curve.

T and non-ideal reverberation
The relative weakness of the reverberation tine as a single nìeasure

for quantifying the effect of reverberation as encountered in pract.ical
conditions is illustrated by Fi9.4. The figure presents individual data
points obtained in the eight conditions mentioñed before (no addìt.ional
noise). For each of the eight conditions, the five octave bands with cen-
ter frequencies from 250 up to 4000 Hz were cons.idered individually. For
each octave band two types of data were obtained: (1) the reverberation
time, determìned in the tradìtional tray from recordings of the reverbera-
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Fig. 4. Each point represents a measurement (for one specific condition)
of the reverberatjon tirne T" (estìmated from the slopó of traditional '
reverberation curves) and thè nndulation depth m for modulation f¡equency
F. The uninterrupted curve gives the theoretical relation for an ideal
exponential reverberation curve, whereas the interrupted curve refers to
the-hypothetical case of a reverberation curve with ãn initial drop of
2 dB.
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tion curve (indicated as the estimated reverberation tìne T"), and (2) ttle

rerîaining modulatìon depth m for a range of modulation frequencies F' The

theoretical relation betvreen m and the product FTe, as g'iven by eq' (l)'
is represented ìn Fi9.4 by the uninterrupted curve. The actual data

points show a considerabìe deviation from this theoreticaì curve. An ex-

ample of only a slight perturbation of the ideal exponential reverberation

curve, which leads to differences of the order of någnitude as observed, ìs

given in Fig. 4 as well. For the theoretical case of a reverberatjon curve

which first shows a initìaì drop of onìy 2 dB, the relation between m and

FT. is given by the interrupted curve. This indicates that the first few

dBis of the reverberation curve are extremeìy important in terms of nndula-

tion transfer and, accordingìy, probably also with respect to speech inteì-

l.igibìlity. This is not reflected in the value of T which is, traditionaìly'

based on the sìope of the reverberation curve in the region from about -5

to -20 dB.

Concl usì ons

F.ield exper.iments with the I'ÍTF did not encounter serious unexpected

probl ems .
'Hhen the effect of reverberation is expressed in terms of an equiva-

lent s/N ratio, it is shown that different procedures lead to very simi-

lar relations, at least for the theoretical case of an ideal exponential

reverberation curve. The results of many measurements in field conditions

illustrate that in case of non-ideal reverberation curves the effect of

reverberation is not aiways expressed adequately by the tradjtional re-

verberation time.
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